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Having already migrated user 
mailboxes from Exchange on-premise to Office 365, 
this non-profit hospital network in North America chose Cloudficient to 
complete the process by migrating corresponding active Enterprise Vault 
user archive data as well as terminated employees!

Challenges

Avoid imminent 
Enterprise Vault 

support / licensing.

Cloudficient Solution
A recognizable North American non-profit 
hospital network sought to migrate 55 TB of 
Enterprise Vault archive data to Office 365 for 
both active and terminated employees and 
looked to Cloudficient to solve this challenge.
While Cloudficient offered a no-cost / no 
commitment Proof of Concept to validate the 
solution and the required workflows, the 
customer declined due to a more pressing 
issue. Prior to getting the project started, there 
was an urgent need to upgrade the Exchange 
and Enterprise Vault environments to protect 
the organization against a Microsoft ‘Zero 
Day’ vulnerability. Our delivery services team 

were happy to assist and completed this initial 
step quickly.   After Cloudficient addressed the 
security issue, the customer was so impressed 
with the features and capabilities of EVComplete 
that they decided to skip the Proof of Concept 
and move right to purchasing the solution.  The 
minimal on-premise hardware requirement and 
a fully managed migration service meant that 
this project was a great success in the eyes of 
the customer!

If you’d like to find out more about using 
EVComplete in your project, reach out to us.

Industry: Healthcare
Region: North America
Employees: 8,300
Scope: 55 TB

Could not conduct 
this migration 

in-house due to 
complexity and 

timeframe.

As a non-profit 
organization they 

had strict budgetary 
requirements.

Security of the 
solution was a 

top priority due to 
the nature of the 

organization.

https://www.cloudficient.com/get-started
https://www.cloudficient.com/get-started
https://www.cloudficient.com/get-started
https://www.cloudficient.com/technology/ev-complete
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Empowering Digital 
Transformation
With cloud platforms handling a majority 
of infrastructure needs, a growing focus is 
managing the movement of business data 
throughout the enterprise lifecycle.  This 
includes everything from cloud onboarding, 
compliance migrations, or expiring legacy 
data, to restructuring events like mergers and 
acquisitions.   

Cloudficient cloud migration 
services orchestrates these transitions, 
handling complex enterprise transformation 
scenarios as a business process, end to end 
with cloud native technology.

ALWAYS DO A PROOF OF CONCEPT, ALWAYS!
Why not test our technology with a proof of concept? It will be with your users, in your environment 
with your data. 

No cost, no commitment, no problem!

Watch  
Here

https://cloudficient.com
https://youtu.be/TKd88FBDYbM
https://youtu.be/TKd88FBDYbM

